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I returned from India for a meeting
of ministry leaders involved in
fellowship, training, strategy, and
encouragement. I always love my
time with these leaders and they
love for me to sit around informally
and build our relationships. They
also love to adorn me with neat
gifts from their culture and so I
have quite a nice collection of
gifts, including a lot of articles of
clothing. This trip I was blessed
with a beautiful handmade bag,
designed by the seamstresses
being trained by our ministry there.
I sat admiring the nice craftsmanship of the bag, but I could
see the others admiring it as well
and appearing a little nostalgic.
Apparently, these bags have had
a specific and very well-known
use for generations. These bags
are associated with a simple
evangelist who travels the countryside sharing the Good News with
a Bible, his sermons and Bible
materials in tow. Nothing else,

A letter from the Editor.

“look on the fields; for
they are white already
to harvest.”
John 4:35b KJV
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just the bag, his Bible and a few Bible
resources.
Over the years those who have
carried these bags have been
persecuted, ridiculed, beaten, and
some killed. They chose and lived
simple lives, just desiring to use
their time, resources and abilities
to share the Good News of Jesus
Christ. There was something that felt
holy about owning such a bag and
suddenly I felt unworthy. At the same
time, there was something refreshing
about a life and ministry this simple,
yet so focused.
Ministry has become so complicated with over-organization and
strategizing, rules and regulations,
policies and procedures, more and
bigger resources. It really needs to
be deconstructed so as not to forget
what it is truly about, and why we
are here… to accomplish the “Great
Commission” with our whole being,
until we reach the ends of the earth,
until the day we join Him in heaven.

I yearn for a return to the simplicity of
preaching the Gospel and taking it to
those who have yet to hear. But the
cycle of those who have heard the
Gospel message stops short of continuing to propagate the message.
It’s a shame that in a time when so
much could be done, with all that is
at our disposal, this generation has
evaded its responsibility.
Evangelism and Discipleship are
the core tenets of Christianity, and
are elements of Christianity that
will never be complete until Christ
returns. Ironically, accomplishing the
goal of “missions” actually could be
completed, and fulfilling the “Great
Commission” is more achievable
than ever before in history. The
ability this generation has to go to
“every tongue, every tribe, and every
nation” is actually possible, given
transportation and technological
advances that no other generation
has had at its disposal.

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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Unreached People Groups
Unreached 7,063 (41.5%)
Significantly unreached 3,233 (19%)
Partially reached 3,728 (21.9%)
Superficially unreached 1,777 (10.4%)
Minimally unreached 1,213 (7.1%)

Church-Goers: Have you heard
of the great commission?
No, 51%
Yes, but I can’t recall the exact meaning 25%
Yes, and it means... 17%
I’m not sure, 6%

Of the 7.5 billion in the global
population, an amazing 4.02 billion
have access to the Internet. Those
4.02 billion surround pockets of
unreached people groups on every
continent, and they possess the
resources and tools to reach each
and every one of them. Those
are just Internet resources. When
printed resources are added, like
SLM has at its disposal, the span
of potential messengers of the
Gospel significantly increases.
There is no limitation I am aware of
that would prevent access to every
“tongue, tribe, and nation.” The only
limitation continues to be, even this
very day, the same limitation Christ
described in Matthew 9:37: “the
laborers are few.”

This lack of laborers may very well
be worse than ever before in history.
Throughout history there have been
reformations, resurgences, revivals,
and redresses that have caused
whole cultures to turn back to their
Christian roots and faith which
resulted in a major transformation
of entire cultures. These also led
to some of the greatest movements
across ethnic and language borders
history has known, led by those who
had been empowered by the work
of the Holy Spirit to reach Judea,
Samaria, and the uttermost parts.
We haven’t seen such a movement
in decades and it seems to be
extremely unlikely in this generation,
given the results of a recent Barna
6

Digital around the world in 2018
Key statistical indicators for the world’s Internet, mobile,
and social media users.
Total
Population

Internet
Users

Active Social
Media Users

Unique
Mobile Users

Active Mobile
Social Users

7.593

4.021

3.196

5.135

2.958

Urbanization:

Penetration:

Urbanization:

Urbanization:

Urbanization:

Billion

55%

Billion

53%

Billion

42%

poll of “Christians” revealing that a
mere 17% even know what the Great
Commission is. The church seems
considerably more concerned with
feeding and clothing the needy than
providing them with the only thing
that will satisfy their hunger, the
Bread of Life.
We are a generation that needs not
neglect the gift and opportunity we
have been given to reach unreached
areas and people groups with
unprecedented access. Certainly
we can be discouraged when we
see our country spiritually spiraling
into decline, but we should use this
time of prosperity in our economies
to plant seeds of the Gospel so that
they might take root and grow, in

Billion

68%

Billion

39%

places where the Gospel has never
been, reached by those closest to
them who have been prepared and
resourced to go.
This edition of the Reaper shares the
stories of how SLM is addressing the
open doors in this season of harvest,
and will hopefully challenge each of
our readers… Now More Than Ever,
“look on the fields; for they are white
already to harvest.” John 4:35b KJV

After years of serving as a
church planting missionary,
Dr. Ronald J. Barnes Jr. now
serves as the CEO for SLM.
Follow me

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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The Harvest
Behind Bars
Mission fields are often defined by
demographics: statistics of race or
religion or economic level. One thing
that defines them all, however, is that
every field is full of sinners. Sinners
needing salvation.

The United States, land of the free,
houses more prisoners than any other
country in the world. The number
of incarcerated in America is more
than the population of the countries
of Bhutan, Suriname, and Grenada
combined. This mission field is in
desperate need of the Gospel.

Some fields have thick walls instead of
borders, and razor wire to keep people
from escaping. Those living inside are
not termed civilians, but inmates. Some
will die there. This mission field is the
prison, a field full of sinners needing
salvation.

The Madison Discipleship School sent
out 60,400 Bible lessons in 2018.
Over half of them went into jails and
prisons in all fifty states. A lesson can
“spend time” with an inmate even when
programs or people cannot. There are
students even in solitary confinement
who receive lessons and appreciate
the contact.

Those who live there stretch across a
vast array of demographics. The inmate
can be stereotyped but not easily
defined. Each has a story, a heart,
dreams unrealized. They are separated
from mothers, wives, siblings, and/
or children. Some proclaim innocence;
others admit guilt. What hope is there
for those whose lives will end without
one chance to enter a church building?
What missionary will go inside this
security-defined field to reach them?

SLM’s sixteen basic Bible courses give
them a grounding in doctrine, with a very
practical application to their daily walk
with God.

Source of Light goes there, slipping in
quietly, words on paper, hope inside
an envelope. Our lessons have no
staples, to be acceptable for those
in cells. Our Discipleship School
missionaries, counsel, disciple, and
pray. They spend their days grading
lessons, responding to questions,
sending godly material to address
specific sins, fears, or stated needs.

“I thank you deeply for all that you do to
insure that I am able to receive these
Bible studies!! Each one brings me
closer to the Lord in the understanding
of His Word! And I have been able to
refer many other women here in prison.
Thank you.” — Susan

8

“Two years ago I was full of despair,
having lost everything, going through
withdrawals, and looking at ten years in
this jail. After beginning the Bible study
from Source of Light, I gave my heart
to Jesus in a spirit of brokenness and
vowed to serve Him and understand
Him more. This Bible study has been a
continual encouragement and help as
I am growing in Christ. At times it has
been up and down but I have found
a great joy, a peace, and a longing to
serve others. One day I hope to be a
pastoral counselor.” — Terry

From Crime to Christ

Arrested for murder, kidnapping, and
illegal detention, Red was incarcerated
in a maximum state prison in the
Philippines. He confesses, “I killed
people for a fee.” But then, “God
divinely intervened.”
In 1992, a warden introduced Red
to Christ and he was “completely
transformed.” An inmate introduced him
to Source of Light. Red completed 14
adult courses, then went on to college
level (WWBI) material. Ten years later,
he became director of his own Associate
Discipleship School inside the prison.
The first year, of the 141 inmates who
finished the first course, 117 accepted
Christ as their Lord.

The question comes to mind: does the
Gospel truly penetrate the heart, or is it
just “jail-house religion?”
A wonderful person to answer that
question would be a man known as
“Red.” Getting jail-house religion
(becoming religious in the hopes of
getting out on good behavior) will do
this prisoner no good. Enrico Dizon,
“Red,” was condemned to serve three
life sentences plus 17– 20 years.

Red was a policeman before he abused his power
in criminal activity. (Photo provided by Enrico Dizon)

Baptism at Jail Camp (Photo provided by Enrico
Dizon)

“From Crime to Christ”
(Graphic provided by Enrico Dizon)
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Red and those who serve with him have
fully turned from darkness unto light
(Acts 26:18). Their ministry statement
includes:
Our Covenant to God: from this day
onward we surrender our lives as…
prisoners of Jesus Christ. To win the
lost at any cost.
Jail-house religion? Hardly. Red and
many, many others have experienced a
transformation that has changed them
forever—for this life, and for eternity.
The God who turns caterpillars into
butterflies and pain into pearls, can turn
assassins into pastors, and criminals
into heroes.

“You stand as an inspiration to many, and
proof that earnest reform under the Lord’s
Almighty grace can free you from darkness.”
(Part of a letter from 15th President
of the Philippines, Benigno Aquino III)

The prison leaders saw how the ministry
changed lives of prisoners for the
better and granted Red a lot to build a
church—in prison! Since 2006, prisoner
Red has been Pastor Red. In 2007, they
began a theological school.

“Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is
a new creature: old things are passed
away; behold, all things are become
new” (2 Corinthians 5:17).

Becoming a leader for Christ in a prison
has been far from easy. Red has been
“detained and investigated, punished,
humiliated, shot, [held] hostage, etc….
Sometimes I have to climb a catwalk
that has barbed wire and cross the
boundary of another notorious gang
area just to preach the Word of God.”
Red and the spreading network of
redeemed who serve with him have sent
out over 400,000 lessons, worked with
over 36,000 students, and seen over
15,000 decisions for salvation.

Brain-surgery survivor
Kimberly Rae Thigpen has
authored over 30 books on
missions, fighting trafficking,
and living joyfully with
chronic illness.
See more at
www.kimberlyrae.com

Not long ago, their VBS brought
in hundreds of children. What
kind of children come to
VBS in a prison? Prisoners’ kids,
highly at risk for future criminal
behavior. Over 200 children
accepted Christ.
10

Harvest
in the
Highlands
Bolivia, a Plurinational State since
January 2010, is a very interesting
and peculiar country. The variety of
its landscapes and climates, and the
great mix of indigenous groups and
traditions make Bolivia a country of
contrasts and great cultural richness.
However, it is an impoverished country
with the lowest human development
index in all South America.
Geographic diversity has marked
features in the population. In the
Highlands, 13,681 feet above sea
level, life is tough and people are not
open, but hard working. In the plains,
people are open and friendly. History
also marks the people; it is like two

countries in one. The Highlands,
with the Aymara predominant group,
were conquered; the plains, with a
mixed ethnic group, were colonized.
This is the great difference that
marked a huge impact in their lives
and generations.
The population in Bolivia at present
is 11,324,032, of which the
Amerindians (pre-Inca, Inca origin, and
indigenous communities) represent
58%, Mestizos 28%, White 10%,
Asians and 4% Mulatos. Spanish is
the most spoken official language
(84%), while Quechua (28%), Aymara
(18%), and Guaraní (1%) languages
are also spoken.
Uncertainty and social and political
insecurity are what Bolivian society
is currently living, with the majority
discontent about the 5th reelection
of the current president.
There is freedom of worship in Bolivia,
but the regime has threatened to

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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are often impassable, only reached
by horses and mules.

take away that freedom. Its reprisals
against the Christian faith are to
gradually eliminate it by confiscating
church assets for the state.

These people live literally on the high
places, but they need to know what it
is to dwell with God on high places.
As Habakkuk says: “The LORD God
is my strength, and he will make my
feet like hind’s feet, and he will make
me to walk upon my high places.”

At every main square, a cathedral
will be seen with numerous churches
scattered around. Religion is not only
important, but above all the fervor
in all the rites and ancestral beliefs
in the supernatural force of Mama
Pacha, the Sun or the Moon.

Miguel’s heart desire is expressed
in Philippians 3:13 – 14: “Brethren,
I count not myself to have apprehended: but this one thing I do,
forgetting those things which are
behind, and reaching forth unto
those things which are before, I press
toward the mark for the prize of the
high calling of God in Christ Jesus.”

Many Christian denominations are
present now, but most of them are
located in large cities, or capitals of
provinces. Rural or distant places
are being forgotten, because these
can only be reached by inaccessible
dirt roads, by foot, or on the backs of
beasts. Here is where Source of Light
Ministries appears on the scene.
The Grace of God is shown on this
vast and white field, ready for sowing
especially among ethnic groups.

Would you be willing to take time to
pray and to ask God how you could
be part of this unfinished task on the
Highlands of Bolivia?

Our national missionary, Miguel
Sanchez, who has been carrying out
the ministry in Bolivia since 2004,
is now focused on Tarija and its
seven provinces with a population
of 483,518. The percentage of
Catholics in Tarija is 83.43% and of
evangelicals 6.41%. There are ethnic
groups not yet reached such as the
Simba Guaraní, the We’enhayek, and
the Tapieté, as well as many Spanishspeaking towns without Christ.

Miguel Sanchez, his wife, Lediz, and children, Cadmiel,
Angel, and Abdiel reach out to remote places in Bolivia.
(Photo by Miguel Sanchez)

Dalila Correa has ministered
with her husband, Pablo, in
Peru for nearly 40 years.
Though now living in Colorado, they travel frequently
to Peru, especially now as
the ministry in Lima is in a
process of reorganization.

Roads are not all paved, most are
30% dirt and usually difficult to travel
due to many landslides and mud with
deep footprints. In rainy weather, they
12

Going to the
Fields with
the Audible
Versions of
SLM Courses
Sophie records courses in English. (Photo by Ron
Barnes III)

What if the needy were satisfied, or
the hungry were full; what if the lost
were found and the unreached were
met? This world is full of “what ifs”
and our up-and-coming generation,
if we don’t do something about it,
will also grow up with the mindset
of “what if.” They will never actually
go out and make a change for the
Kingdom of God.
This isn’t the time for holding back
from what God is leading us to do.
This is the time to look upon the fields
because they are white, and they are
ready for harvest (John 4:35). If we
as believers idly stand by and wait
for the next person to do something
about it, God’s plan will become just
an idea that nobody acted upon.
Jesus walked this earth, and when
opposition arose, He didn’t just stand
there and think, “What if?” He did it.
He didn’t concern himself with the
repercussions. He didn’t think, “What
if the Pharisees see me heal on the
Sabbath?” or, “What if people see me
talking to this prostitute?” Without
hesitation, Jesus just did it. Jesus

taught; Jesus healed; Jesus loved;
Jesus spoke; Jesus cared for the
least of these without even for one
moment thinking, “What if?” Jesus
didn’t stand by and wait for someone
else to move; He made the first move
and He followed God’s will for His
life, despite knowing the pain that He
would eventually suffer for doing so.
I think I can speak for Source of
Light when I say, we firmly believe
that change will not come unless
we move. The fields are ready for
harvest, so we can’t just sit still.
We must listen, trust, and carry out
whatever task the Lord has laid on
our hearts to do. Change starts when
a person acts on what God is leading
them to do.
Source of Light has successfully
implemented a device, called
“Papyrus,” that has the power to
reach the unreached. It holds the
Truth of the Gospel and plays it
for those who have never heard of
our Wonderful Savior. These audio
devices are solar-powered, so they

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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able to go on the Papyrus machine,
but the MP3 versions will also be
available. They will be accessible
through the Internet and even on cell
phones all over the world. We have
already begun the recording process
of our courses in English, and slowly
other languages will and are being
recorded.
One of our missionaries, James
Byakika, is using the Papyrus device
in Uganda at a school for the blind.
Not only do they receive our braille
materials, but they also get to actually
hear the Word of God through these
devices as well. A teacher from the
school wrote us and said, “listening
is but ‘sight’ for the blind.” These
devices open up a whole new way of
reaching souls for Christ.

James uses the Papyrus device in ministry. (Photo
by James Byakika)

I think I can speak for
Source of Light when I
say, we firmly believe
that change will not
come unless we move.
The fields are ready
for harvest, so we
can’t just sit still.

No more “what ifs” and no more
waiting on someone else to make
the first move. Be a difference-maker.
Make dreams a reality. You have the
potential and ability to change the
world. The fields are white: what are
you going to do about it?

can be used even out in the most
desolate, remote locations without
the worry of needing a place to
charge them. These devices also
have a built-in speaker that is loud
enough to be heard in open air by up
to 150 people.

Nineteen-year-old college
graduate, Sophia Barnes,
serves full-time at SLM and
part time in her local church.
Follow @_im_soph_fancy_
(Instagram)

Nationals from all over the globe
will soon begin recording our Bible
lessons in their native languages.
Not only will these recordings be

14

PRINT
IS
NOT
DEAD
When I began in this role, I was
frequently approached by wellmeaning friends and leaders in
ministry who wanted to encourage
me to consider, “getting out of the
print business.” In my early days
here, I remember thinking to myself
that perhaps the electronic means of
delivery would be a much more costeffective way to deliver the materials,
so I wasn’t taking any possibility off
the table.
As the years have gone by and we
have now developed the Online
courses, I have become confident
that with time, we will be reaching
a significant amount of people
through the Internet with the Gospel,
followed by intentional discipleship
relationships, and for a fraction of
what the printed materials cost to
produce, ship, and distribute.

schools, churches, and many parts
of the world will still have limited,
if any, access to our electronic
courses and this makes up a good
portion of where our missionaries
are currently serving. In fact, this
year we hope to actually increase our
production by $100,000, should the
Lord allow. We are asking God for an
extra $100,000 beyond the previous
years’ regular donors who would give
to the “Paper Partners” campaign. If
you have a desire to help us reach
this goal, you can contact us at slm@
sourcelight.org, call 706.342.0397,
or visit us Online at www.sourcelight.
org and give, using the Project name
“Paper Partners.”
For those of you who wondered, will
SLM stop printing now that electronic
courses are available? Let me
assure you, “Print is Not Dead.” It is
still very much alive. Print materials
will continue as a significant part
of the ministry of SLM and will be
necessary if we desire to be relevant
in ministry around the globe.
After years of serving as a
church planting missionary,
Dr. Ronald J. Barnes Jr. now
serves as the CEO for SLM.
Follow me

@RonBarnesJr

At the same time, I have also come
to realize that, while the electronic
may open new and more doors, our
printing ministry will still be heavily
used around the world. Prisons,
   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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Source of Light has
the lowest cost of
reaching a soul for
Christ than any
ministry that I’m
aware of.

Testimony:
Why I Support SLM

When
comparing
ministries,
including churches, based on the
number of souls won for Christ
versus the cost of reaching each
soul, Source of Light has the lowest
cost of reaching a soul for Christ
than any ministry that I’m aware of.
On a relatively small budget of $2.5
million annually, SLM has reached
an average of 25,000 souls per
year over the past number of
years. I feel that investing in SLM
is comparable to the two servants
who invested the master’s money
wisely and were commended for
being good and faithful servants.
The Bible teaches us to store
up treasure in heaven, and in my
opinion, investing in SLM is one of
best ways to invest in the kingdom.

I first heard about SLM as a young
boy more than 50 years ago. My
Dad and I along with a group of men
from the church spent a Saturday
doing work around the SLM property.
In recent years I’ve supported SLM
along with a few other ministries, but
within the last year or so, I felt as
though I should be more strategic in
my giving by favoring those ministries
that were yielding the most fruit.
In the parable of the talents in
Matthew 25, the two servants
who invested the master’s money
wisely and doubled his money were
commended, while the unprofitable
servant who buried his in the ground
was cast out. I think the parable
teaches us that we should be
wise stewards and strategic in our
giving - favoring those that yield the
greatest fruit.

Testimony: Randy Wallace
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Using the Tabernacle
for Evangelism in India
the Gospel with the masses, by going
about it in a whole new way.

The Tabernacle Project was a dream
God gave Hemanth Peter as he looked
for different ways to minister to those
in India. Believers in India are facing
all kinds of persecution. Any type of
open-air ministry, crusades, or camp
meetings are all becoming very dangerous, not only for Christians and
pastors, but for anyone who takes
part in any type of Christian event.

Hemanth and his team have built
a walk-through experience of what
the Tabernacle would have been
like in Old Testament times. This
life-size, movable experience shows
and explains everything from the
courtyard to the Holy of Holies,
and every detail in between. When
visitors get into the Holy of Holies,
the team presents the Gospel. They
even made a mini Tabernacle to bring
into places where they can’t set up
the life-size model.

As Hemanth sought God’s direction
for what to do to reach the unreached
for Christ in India, God led him
to start the Tabernacle Project.
Hemanth explained it best by saying,
“The message stays the same… the
method, however, is a little different.”
This project became a way to share

Tens of thousands of people have
been reached through this large

Inside the Holy Place (Photo by Hemanth Peter)
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Tabernacle in just under three years.
Close to 11,000 of those people
have accepted Christ and over 2,000
people have given their names for
further follow up. Hemanth also
shared that every time the Tabernacle
is set up, the follow-up numbers
increase by hundreds.
Two women—one a Muslim and the
other a Hindu—saw the Tabernacle
and were very interested in what
it was. They thought it was some
sort of exhibition or museum from
the outside, so they decided to go
through it. During the tour, after they
went from the courtyard into the Holy
Place, Asha (Hemanth’s wife) led
the group into the Most Holy Place
by pulling the veil back that was
separating the two rooms. However,
the two women were unable to go
in. Hemanth explained that in both
women’s personal lives there was
some kind of demonic activity that
would not allow them to physically
enter the Most Holy Place. When they

tried to go in, they were described
as “physically jerked back” and the
two women fell on the ground. The
women ended up stopping, praying
right where they were, and eventually
both took Jesus as their Savior.

Tens of thousands
of people have been
reached through this
large Tabernacle in just
under three years.
With such an amazing platform
to share the Gospel, and the
amount of fruit harvested from
this ministry, comes great trials as
well. Hemanth shared that in the
states of Motebennur and Hasan,
radical groups have threatened them
severely and have even threatened to
destroy the Tabernacle structure. The
head of a particular radical group said
he was going to send a big group of
men to destroy it. However, when the
radical group got to the Tabernacle,
only a handful of men actually came.

People taking Bible lessons
(Photo by Hemanth Peter)
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and a boy came running to them
and said that a year ago his mother
came to the Tabernacle and prayed
for healing. He came to tell them that
his mother was now cancer free and
that we have a God of healing.

The men who set out to destroy the
structure ended up getting interested
in it, and a few of them even went
through the Tabernacle and accepted
the Lord as their Savior.
After that event, the team went to
set up the Tabernacle in Motebennur.
To maintain law and order, they
placed three policemen around the
Tabernacle. These policemen ended
up becoming curious of what they
were protecting and decided to go
through the Tabernacle as well. One
of the policemen that day got saved
after walking through it.

Adversity and persecution are
experienced on a daily basis by
Christians all over the world, but
these missionaries have put their
hands to the plow and do not
look back. God is blessing their
ministry, and the fruit of their labor
is overflowing, despite the many
obstacles they face on a daily basis
by being Christians. God is doing
an amazing work in and through the
ministry of Hemanth Peter, his team
in India, and the Tabernacle Ministry.

Not for a moment in any of that did
Hemanth and his team back down
when they were faced with such
adversity. Although it was and is
frightening, they knew and still know
whose hand is in and over all things.
Through prayer and trusting the Lord,
He continues to turn situations that
look as if they are the worst, for their
good and His glory.

Nineteen-year-old college
graduate, Sophia Barnes,
serves full-time at SLM and
part time in her local church.
Follow @_im_soph_fancy_
(Instagram)

The last testimony Hemanth shared
was of a woman who was brought
into the Tabernacle by her son. She
had been diagnosed with cancer, and
the doctors were very worried that
it would spread. As the mother and
son went through the Tabernacle,
the woman began weeping because
of the health situation she was in.
When the woman entered the Most
Holy Place, she laid almost prostrate
on the floor in front of the Ark of the
Covenant and prayed to God. About
a year later, they had set up the
Tabernacle in a neighboring state
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SPOTLIGHT

Teresa Will
Nothing Better Than That
After Teresa Will’s husband passed
away in 2008, she told a friend she
didn’t want to sit around and grow old.
Her friend suggested she prayerfully
consider coming to Source of Light
Ministries. Teresa did consider,
earnestly prayed, and says, “the Lord
opened the door for me.” Teresa has
been with SLM for eight years.

hard to say which of my jobs is my
favorite. I love what I do. Working
with our missionaries overseas, and
the people who use our literature in
many ministries across the USA, is
such a privilege. I cannot do what
they do and reach all the people
they reach for Christ, but I can help
provide them with the resources they
need to accomplish the task that
God has given them to do. There is
nothing better than that!”
Like many SLM missionaries,
Teresa is serving without full
support. To learn more about being
part of her support team, contact
Source of Light through phone,
email, or the Internet.

Why does she serve? “I believe
that God has called me here,” she
answers. “I have the awesome
privilege of serving with some of the
best missionaries. I am honored to
be a small part in helping each one
of them to reach their people with the
Gospel of Jesus Christ.”
One of those “best missionaries,”
Charlie Will, became her husband!
Teresa and Charlie were married in
2014. Teresa is busy with several
different ministries. She works with
the team in the Global Outreach
Department, is
the
Financial
Administrative Assistant for the
same, and is the Administrative
Assistant to the South American
Regional Director. If that isn’t enough,
she also works as Manager for the
Order Department. She states, “It is

Want to support
a SLM missionary?
It’s easy!
Phone: C
 FO Brian Thigpen
706.342.0397 ext. 113
Email: bthigpen@slmin.org
Web: h
 ttps://sourceoflight.givingfuel.
com/give - click “Select Missionary”
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SPOTLIGHT

Hensleys
God Doesn’t Forget His Call
young age, but life circumstances
blocked that desire for many years.
Sally came to Source of Light in
2009 to volunteer in the Accounting
Department and was asked to
consider making the jump from
volunteer to full-time. When she and
John attended a missionary training
seminar, that’s when God directed
John into missions as well.

Though he never planned to be an
“official” missionary, when John
Hensley worked as a forklift driver,
he passed out SLM literature to
truck drivers from all over the world.
A forklift injury forced his early
retirement - from that job, that is.
He left his paying job and three days
later was at Source of Light. Why?
John modestly answers, “just coming
in to fill the void, fill the need.”

Sally is SLM’s only full-time worker
in Accounting. She is usually in the
building after hours making sure the
work gets done in a timely manner.
Sally and John are serving at only
around 35% of the funds they need.
“In saying all that,” John adds, “God
has taken care of us with our needs.”

And fill he does. John is a selfproclaimed “go-pher” when needed,
from purchasing and stocking office
supplies or helping count petty cash,
to overseeing the snack machine
or sorting mail. John doesn’t
personally pass out much Source of
Light literature anymore; rather, he
supports and supplies Headquarters
so that people all over the world can.
His ministry, though it may not look
like it day-to-day, has multiplied.

Perhaps God wants to use you to help
take care of some of those needs?

He summarizes well: “The Lord Jesus
Christ called me here to serve Him
and it was in His perfect timing.”
John doesn’t serve alone. His wife,
Sally, was called into missions at a
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Projects

MINISTRY VAN
LOCATION: KENYA
Our Kenyan Director, Timothy Kyuli,
said recently, “Anytime we want
to send Bible study lessons, we
are always forced to hire a taxi to
make these deliveries.” Kenya has
offices in five other regions apart
from Nairobi. Hiring a taxi to make
deliveries of our Bible lessons can
become quite expensive. Having their
own vehicle would be very beneficial
to the ministry.
Project Total: $22,690
VEHICLE PROJECT
LOCATION: MYANMAR
Currently the ministry is without a
vehicle. Being without a vehicle has
caused a hardship on the ministry. It
is very expensive to hire a taxi or put
the materials on the bus. This muchneeded project will allow our Director
to visit the Associate Schools and
deliver the materials that are needed
for the schools.
Project Total: $6,000
LAPTOP
LOCATION: ROMANIA
This new laptop computer would be
used to translate Source of Light
courses and help prepare them

for printing. In order to make this
possible, the laptop will need the
added software that can run all the
publishing software and Microsoft
Office Suite. This project could
potentially reach many more people
with the Gospel with the help of
this new computer to translate our
courses and get them ready to print.
Project Total: $1,000
LAPTOP
LOCATION: PAKISTAN
A new laptop computer would replace
the one that is no longer able to
be used. The laptop would enable
our Director to use it in village
meetings, and aid in the muchneeded translation of Source of Light
lessons. The laptop would be used
to reach many more people for the
cause of Christ.
Project Total: $700
VEHICLE – VAN
LOCATION: HAITI
Our Director in Haiti, Claudy Jean
Baptiste, would like to purchase a van
to be able to transport the Source of
Light courses to the many Associate
Schools in Haiti. This vehicle will also
serve for transporting his family.
Project Total: $20,500

   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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Projects
HEADQUARTERS IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT

PRINTING OF NL2 IN BENGALI
LOCATION: INDIA – NORTHEAST ZONE

LOCATION: KANSAS
The Kansas Branch Headquarters
needs some upgrading. This project
is broken down into three small
projects. It would be the perfect
opportunity for a group or an individual
to fund one of these upgrades.

The Bengali language is the second
major language in India. Having New
Life in Christ 2 printed in Bengali
would help the ten Associate
Schools, government schools, and
the many churches to further disciple
their students.

Computer Network Upgrade: $4,500

Project Total: $3,400

Building Lighting: $4,000
NEW ENGINE AND INSTALLATION

Drinking Water Dispenser: $200

LOCATION: TOGO

The upgrades would be a great
benefit for the volunteers who come
to work more efficiently at the Branch
office.

Our Togo Director, Sika Yawo, needs
a new engine installed in his car. He
needs this repair done in order to
travel to the many Source of Light
ministries in his country. Having the
car repaired will cut down on the cost
of hiring a taxi or bus fees for Sika to
get to where he is needed.

Project Total: $8,700
ELECTRIC GENERATOR
LOCATION: INDONESIA

Project Total: $3,175

In Solo City, the village church
experiences frequent “brown outs.”
The current generator is old, and
they are no longer able to use it. A
new generator would provide the
electricity needed for the village
church to hold services without
worrying about having “brown outs.”

To give to a project
visit us Online at:

Project Total: $575

sourcelight.org/projects
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SPOTLIGHT
Phil Winder
SLM’s Traffic Controller
Phil Winder sees his job like that of
a traffic controller. No vehicles run
through SLM Headquarters, but plenty
of people do. As Director of Operations,
one moment Phil might be answering
questions for a volunteer, then the
next moment he might be researching
something Online or working with
the Maintenance Department to find
a feasible solution to a problem. On
weekends, he and his wife, Vera, may
be found presenting the ministry of
SLM at a church or Sunday school.

4. Meeting and interacting with
volunteers of all ages, who come from
all walks of life, and all areas of the
country.
There is more, the Winder family would
like to do. Phil states, “We would like
to have enough support so that Vera
and I could both serve at SLM. If we
were both supported, Vera would not
have to be employed outside of SLM.
For both of us to be fully supported we
would have to raise an additional 55%
of our support.”
Like many who serve at Source of
Light, Phil initially came as a volunteer.
His family and church volunteered
several times before God led them to
join SLM. “We saw a united group of
faithful staff and volunteers who had
one goal,” says Phil. “That goal was
to bring people to a saving knowledge
and to grow them in their walk with the
Lord. That mission has not changed.”

When asked what his favorite ministry
is, Phil gave four!
1. To meet all our Foreign Directors
who come to Headquarters.
2. To work with my very talented
team to solve problems. We have
to be very creative in how to solve
problems due to finances, workers,
and tight time frames.
3. Hearing the bell ring over the
intercom every time someone gives
their life to Christ.
   sourcelight.org   /slmin.us   @slmin
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“I love the smell in the Print Shop,
especially hot ink on the press, and,
of course, the paper. When most
of the equipment in the shop is
running, most folks think it’s noisy.
I prefer to think of it as music;
after all, everything we produce has
eternal value!”

SPOTLIGHT
Philip Fraiser

Philip, his wife, and their youngest
child still at home, are in need of
support. Mrs. Fraiser, Frances,
works at the local library. Philip says,
“Although we are around $1,500
short in our monthly support, God
is always faithful. Six children later,
(two of whom finished college), nine
grandchildren, and through many
tests and trials along the way, we
are still here! Glory to God!”

Good-Smelling Ministry?
Around thirty years ago, Philip
Fraiser and his family attended
church with George Eager’s son,
Jimmy. (Mr. Eager wrote many of the
Bible lessons and also founded The
Mailbox Club in Valdosta, Georgia.)
Philip had been employed in the
printing industry since graduating
from high school, and one day he
told Jimmy he thought God might
be calling him into missions. Jimmy
replied, “That’s the best news I’ve
heard in a long time, and I know
just where you need to go, Source
of Light!”
After raising support through a
matching funds opportunity, the
Fraiser family arrived in Madison
over twenty-five years ago and have
been here ever since.
Philip says, “My primary position
as Pressman on the Color King web
press has afforded me the privilege
of printing millions of Bible lessons
through the years. I am also
heavily involved in the pre-press
and bindery departments due to a
shortage in staff.
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In Memory: John L. (Jack) Stiles
July 12, 1926 – December 3, 2018

Jack Stiles enlisted in the US Army
Air Corps in 1945 and was released
from active duty in 1946. He
graduated with a business degree
from the University of Louisville in
1950, and entered the Naval Aviation
Cadet Program, earning his “Gold
Wings” as a fighter pilot with over
70 combat missions in the Korean
Conflict. Leaving the Navy in 1954
with an honorable discharge, Jack
continued his passion, of flying, for
two decades with Air America—a
covert C.I.A. owned and operated
airline.

message, a lasting legacy of Jack’s
passion to serve his Savior and Lord.
Jack will be remembered most for the
countless number of lives he touched
through his own personal walk with
the Lord. He beautifully embodied
his life verse of Galatians 2:20 and
was not ashamed to proclaim Jesus
through deed and word. Personal
devotions each morning was a
lifestyle that he encouraged others to
follow. He leaves behind for his family
and friends a legacy of Christian
principle and godly moral values.

In 1973, Jack departed flying to
take up an entrepreneurial venture
with partner and friend, Jim Patrie.
Together, they operated a successful
dry-cleaning business, Fashion Care,
with a dozen stores in metro Atlanta.
Sensing God’s leading, he retired
from business and accepted the call
to ministry at First Baptist Atlanta
as the Director of Evangelism and
Discipleship from 1985-1990.
At age 65, retirement was not in
God’s plan for Jack. Inspired by his
wife, Dottie’s, own mission call,
together they departed America in
1990 to serve ten years in Nairobi,
Kenya, as missionaries with Source
of Light. Jack established the SLM
East Africa Branch office. Ministry
continues to thrive today, reaching
thousands of people with the Gospel

Jack Stiles
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Prayer
u SLM Headquarters has a need for
at least two volunteers to help at our
reception desk. One of our missionaries in this position has retired and a
regular volunteer left to take a job.

u Purwoko Arsito, SLM Director of
Indonesia, requests prayer that God
will touch many people in Kalimantan,
on the island of Borneo, through the
Bible courses. This is a new area of
ministry.

u Continue to pray that God will provide a reliable 4x4 vehicle for Isaiah
Bernasko’s ministry in the Ivory Coast.
They are currently using a car that sits
too low to the ground for the rough
roads, and it is being repeatedly damaged. Mansah and Isaiah’s village grocery micro-enterprise has been started; pray that it will be completed this
year. They will also begin the building
of the church, office, and residence at
Dabou as soon as all the paperwork is
approved. Please pray that this project
will go well.

u Manuel Lopez asks us to pray that
God will provide the funds needed to
repair their current school van or replace it with another vehicle that will
more adequately meet the needs of
their ministry in Mexico.
u Karunakar Jena, SLM Director of
India’s North East Zone, needs funding to print courses in English and
Bengali. A vehicle is also needed for
transporting ministry teams and materials to villages.
u Prayer is needed for the Finance
Department at SLM Headquarters as
they go through the time-consuming
and arduous transition to new software that will improve the accounting
process.

u A Bible lesson grader is needed
for the ministry in Brasov, Romania.
This ministry needs additional monthly
support for their operation and printing needs. It has also been a goal that
they will be able to open a rehabilitation center for prisoners after release.
Please pray that God will provide for
this project.

u Samar Pradhan finds that tailoring schools present a great platform
to share the Gospel. He would like to
open two more schools in Keonjhar
and Bhagatpur. Please pray that God
will provide the resources needed to
do so.

u James Byakika asks us to pray
that God will provide $16,460 to
purchase land on which to build a
Source of Light office in Uganda.
They are currently renting and are
forced to move the office from place
to place as the rent prices go up.
This creates confusion for those they
serve. They are also asking God to
provide the $6,070 needed to start
a coffee micro-enterprise that they
are trusting will help the ministry to
become more self-sustaining.

u The Madison Discipleship School
(MDS) requests prayer for their unsaved students. They continue to take
the Bible lessons, but they resist the
Gospel. Some are confused about religious systems and this is hindering
them from trusting Christ. MDS also
asks us to pray that God will open
doors for prisoners in facilities with
very restrictive mail service to be able
to receive the lessons.
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Praise
u Praise the Lord that the Source of
Light Operations Department, with the
help of volunteers, has finished a full
remodeling of one of the guest houses
at the mission. They also praise the
Lord for providing a dump truck that
is in nearly new condition. This was a
matter of prayer for some time as the
old dump truck had seen better days!
Phil Winder, Director of Operations,
thanks the Lord, as well, for the
28,322 volunteer work hours that
were donated in 2018 - equivalent to
14 full-time workers! The Lord brought
in several Sunday school classes,
churches, Christian schools, men’s
and ladies’ groups, as well as families
and individuals.
u Praise the Lord for the donation of
office cubicles, enabling the Madison
Discipleship School (MDS) to create
three additional offices. MDS is
also grateful for the many faithful
volunteers who come again and again
to help.
u Brian
Thigpen
praises
the
Lord for some new part-time help
in the Accounting Department at
Headquarters.
u Praise the Lord for a real hunger
for the Word of God that Karunakar
Jena is seeing in the North East Zone
in India. People are receiving Bibles
and Bible lessons with reverence and
are eager to read them. He shares
that people are coming down from
moving buses and stopping their
vehicles to receive Bibles. He praises
the Lord for The Gideons International
who provided over 100,000 New
Testaments in Bengali, Nepali, Hindi,
and English.

u New doors are being opened for
Isaiah Bernasko, SLM Director in the
Ivory Coast, to share the testimony of
how God called him into ministry in
Bible colleges and churches. Because
of the confidence that people have
in Isaiah, he is often called upon to
mediate in church disputes. These
new opportunities provide open doors
to introduce the materials of Source of
Light. He is also rejoicing that God has
provided the church plant in Ekumfi
Assafa, Ghana, with the financial
resources to purchase a plot of land.
God has also provided a plot of land
for the church in Dabou that is in a
prime location. Isaiah is excited about
a new convert who has expertise in the
construction field and who is assisting
him with some of the building projects.
u We are thankful that Jim Leonard
recently received a good report on his
one-year cancer follow-up. A nodule
that was previously spotted on his lung
was not present in the recent tests.
u We rejoice that new students in
Romania are seeking to know Christ
and grow spiritually.
u All the funds needed to purchase
the property where PhilSOL’s (Source
of Light Philippines) office is located
was raised.
u Praise the Lord for the safe arrival
of the container in Ghana and for the
warehouse that has been set up for
receiving materials in West Africa. Pray
that God will guide in how to transport
lessons from Ghana to Nigeria.
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In Memorial
Gifts in Memory of …
Ruth Grace by
Charlotte Mattocks
Jack Stiles by
Dr. Bill and Ruby Shade
Virginia Howie
Gil Busenitz by
Edward Howry
Alicia Taylor by
Charlotte Mattocks
Miriam L. Carter by
Kenneth Wilbur
Gene Smith by
Donald Minnich
Lois Hoch Thompson by
James D. Thiessen
Bruce Penner
Quentin J. Ensz
Donnie J. Hamilton
Stan Ensz

Dear Friend,
Let’s remember His words …
Lay not up for yourselves treasure
on earth … but lay up for yourselves
treasure in heaven … for where your
treasure is, there will your heart be
also. (Paraphrase Matthew 6:19–21)
… for in heaven we will be glad we
did.
Yours for the harvest,

Dr. Ronald J. Barnes, Jr.
General Director

Frances C. May by
David A. Martin
Merlene Haynes by
Geraldine Youngblood
Rose Nabinger by
Evangeline Moore
Dr. Luz Nacionales by
Capt. and Mrs. Troy Hamm
Ruth Sykes by
Clarence Karow
Zachary Ashtee Jarrell by
W. Morrison, Jr.
Kitty Thatcher by
Alan Thatcher
Phyllis W. Fraiser by
Bill and Marianne Rosenberger
Keith Boring by
James and Marlene Sheldrake

Give Online at:

sourcelight.org/donate
By Phone:

706.342.0397
Each gift will be used as preferenced
with the understanding that when any
need is met, the remaining gifts will
be used where most needed. Gifts are
acknowledged and receipted with an
official receipt for income tax purposes.

We are grateful to you for being
a part of the ministry of Source
of Light through your prayers
and financial support.
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